Research in deep learning for multi-speaker source separation has received a boost in the last years. However, most studies are restricted to mixtures of a specific number of speakers, called a specific scenario. While some works included experiments for different scenarios, research towards combining data of different scenarios or creating a single model for multiple scenarios have been very rare. In this work it is shown that data of a specific scenario is relevant for solving another scenario. Furthermore, it is concluded that a single model, trained on different scenarios is capable of matching performance of scenario specific models.
INTRODUCTION
Source separation (SS) in audio refers to the task of retrieving the original sound signal of multiple sound source objects that have been recorded in a mixture. More specifically, this task focuses on the case when the sound sources are (partially) active at the same time. Source separation can be split in two domains: speech vs noise separation, also called speech enhancement (SE), and speech vs speech separation, also called multi-speaker source separation (MSSS). In recent years there have been many studies in deep learning approaches for SS. Examples in SE are [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and for MSSS there have been studies for male -female speech separation [6] and speaker dependent source separation [7] . All these works handle an interclass separation problem since distinctive classes can be defined: speech and noise; male and female; Alex and Bob. In unsupervised (gender independent) MSSS, no assumptions on the sources can been made and only a single class can be defined, namely a speaker class. This makes unsupervised MSSS an intraclass separation problem, which is intrinsically harder than the other discussed problems, as will be explained in section 2.1. This paper handles single microphone problems to be as general as possible.
Different approaches to solve this unsupervised MSSS problem have been proposed, all of which try to cope with the permutation problem discussed in section 2.1. In Deep Clustering (DC), every time-frequency bin of a mixture is mapped to an embedding vector and these are then clustered per speaker using K-means (see section 2.2) [8, 9] . Another approach is to directly estimate each source signal and use utterance-level Permutation Invariant Training (uPIT) to cope with the permutation problem (see section 2.3) [10] . Deep Attractor Nets (DANet) are a combination of DC and uPIT as they also estimate embeddings, but the clustering is done in the netwerk itself via attractors, so that source signals can be estimated directly [11] . In [12] embeddings are being pulled to a corresponding speaker vector during training and both are jointly optimized. Finally, in [13, 14] approaches have been presented to include speaker information in an (un)supervised manner.
In section 2 two methods will be explained on how to train and test a model on a specific scenario for a mixture of S speakers. If a solution is requested for multiple scenarios (e.g. both mixtures of S 1 and S 2 speakers), a simple solution would be to train separate models for each scenario. However, this has the disadvantage that a model can only be trained on data for a specific scenario, while data on other scenarios could still be relevant. Furthermore, the solution would contain as many models as there are scenarios and for each presented mixture, the requested model would have to be selected.
Therefore a solution for multi-scenario learning is proposed for both methods. This allows the model to learn from more data and only a single model has to be retained for all possible scenarios. In [9] a small initial experiment in this context has already been done.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a brief overview of MSSS and the permutation problem is given, as well as an explanation of two methods that have previously been used for the task. In section 3 a solution for multi-scenario learning is given. Experiments are presented in section 4 and a conclusion is given in section 5. 
MULTI-SPEAKER
for every time frame t = 0, . . . , T and every frequency f = 0, . . . , F and with • the Hadamard product [10] . The task to solve the MSSS problem is thus to find a mapping f θ,s from the input mixture to the mask estimates.
with the constraint thatM s (t, f ) ≥ 0 and S s=1M s (t, f ) = 1 for every time-frequency bin (t,f).
A straightforward approach is to use a deep learning model for the mapping and train the parameters θ to minimize a loss function
with D some distance measure. However, since an intraclass separation task is executed and no prior information on the speakers is assumed to be known, there is no guarantee that the network is consistent in its assignment of speakers. This is the label ambiguity or permutation problem. To cope with this ambiguity, a loss function has to be defined that is independent of the order of the speaker targets. Deep Clustering (DC) and utterance-level Permutation Invariant Training (uPIT), both use such a permutation invariant loss function.
Deep Clustering
In DC, the masks are not estimated directly from the input mixture, as was done in equation 2. Instead a D-dimensional embedding vector v tf is found for every time-frequency bin via a mapping v tf = f θ (Y). f θ is chosen such that v tf is normalized to unit length. The embedding vectors for every timefrequency bin are stored as rows in a (
so that w tf,s = 1 if target speaker s has the most energy in the mixture for bin (t, f ) and w tf,s = 0 otherwise. A permutation independent loss function (the columns in W can be interchanged without changing the loss function) is then stated as
where .
2
F is the squared Frobenius norm. Since w tf is a one-hot vector,
The angle φ t1f1,t2f2 between the normalized vectors v t1f1 and v t2f2 is thus ideally
Afterwards, all embedding vectors are clustered into S clusters c using K-means. The masks are then constructed as followsM
Equation 1 can then be used to estimate the original source signals.
The network architecture is independent of the number of speakers present in the mixture (the number of output nodes is dependent on the embedding dimension D, which is independent of S) and can thus be used for a mixture of any number of speakers. However, for the K-means clustering, the number of clusters has to be known. Initial experiments using Xmeans with the Bayesian Information Criterion, showed that automatically finding the number of clusters (or speakers) in the embedding space is far from evident.
Utterance-level Permutation Invariant Training
uPIT has a loss function based on equation 3, but it has been adjusted to cope with the label ambiguity. The loss is defined as
with P S the set of all possible permutations for S members andX θ,s (t, f ) is as defined in equation 1 and 2.
Since every mask requires its own output nodes, the network is dependent on the number of speakers. The number of permutations to check in equation 8 is S!, but can be implemented to have a computational complexity of S 2 . This could still give computational problems for high S, but that seems unrealistic for the task of MSSS.
MULTI-SCENARIO LEARNING
In the introduction some benefits of multi-scenario learning were discussed. The DC algorithm is suited the most for multi-scenario learning, since the architecture of the network can be chosen identical for any scenario. For uPIT, the network is shared, except for the output layer, which is specific for each scenario.
Generally, in single scenario learning a loss L(θ, I, T) is defined, based on the model inputs I, the model parameters θ and the model targets T. After each training batch each parameter is updated as follows
where g() is specific to the learning algorithm, e.g. stochastic gradient descent or Adam, and L can refer to equation 4 or 8.
For multi-scenario learning, consisting of J scenarios, a solution would be to define a joint loss as
and take α 1 = 1, with L j (θ, I j , T j ) a single scenario loss.
In the remainder of this paper L j (θ, I j , T j ) is referred to as L j , to simplify notations. Equation 9 can then be applied as usual. However, J − 1 meta parameters α have to be chosen, e.g. by tuning them using a validation set. To circumvent this we define a parameter update for each scenario and sum over these updates as follows
where equation 9 and 10 were used in the second step. If a learning algorithm is chosen that is independent of the scale of the gradients, or in other words g(α∂L/∂θ i ) = g(∂L/∂θ i ), like the Adam algorithm [15] , equation 11 simplifies to
which is independent of the loss scale factors α so that they no longer have to be tuned. To clarify, if in equation 10 the loss of a specific scenario would be very dominant over the others, the other scenarios would almost be ignored for the parameter updates (the α parameters are introduced to counter this). However, if instead, each scenario calculates a parameter update using the Adam algorithm, the relative magnitudes of the losses between scenarios no longer play a role due to the invariance to the magnitude of the loss for Adam. Notice, if a learning algorithm like stochastic gradient descent would be chosen, the parameter updates would scale to the magnitude of the losses and the global update would be the same as using equation 10 . A possible downside of the chosen strategy is that relative importance of the scenarios can no longer be tuned. For DC, the scenario specific gradients ∂L j /∂θ i are defined for every scenario for every parameter θ i . In uPIT, the gradient for a scenario is set to 0 for parameters of the output layer that correspond to a different scenario.
EXPERIMENTS

Experimental setup
All experiments were done using the corpus introduced in [8] , which contains artificial mixtures created by mixing together single speaker utterances from the Wall Street Journal 0 (WSJ0) corpus. For every utterance a gain factor was randomly chosen between 0 and 5 dB and utterances were sampled at 8kHz. The length of the mixture was chosen equal to the shortest utterance in the mixture as to maximize the overlap. The training and validation sets contained 20,000 and 5,000 mixtures, respectively and where taken from the si tr s set of WSJ0. The test set contained 3,000 mixtures using 16 held-out speakers of the si dt 05 and si et 05 set. The log-magnitude (floored at -300) of the STFT with a 32ms window length and 8ms hop size were used as features and where normalized with mean and variance, calculated over the whole training set. For both methods the deep learning network has 2 fully connected bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) layers with 600 hidden units each, using a tanh activation [16] . The parameters of these models where updated using the Adam learning algorithm with initial learning rate 10 −3 , β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and ǫ = 10 −8 . For DC the embedding dimension was chosen at D = 20 and since the frequency dimension was F = 129, the total number of output nodes was DF = 20 * 129 = 2580. For uPIT there are SF = S * 129 output nodes. Zero mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.2 was applied to the training features. Dropout was not used since it did not improve the results in the experiments. Early stopping was applied when the validation loss increased for 4 consecutive times. The networks were trained using curriculum learning [17] , i.e. the networks were presented an easier task before tackling the main task. Here, the network was first trained on 100-frame non-overlapping segments of the mixtures. This network was then used as initialization when training over the full mixture. Performance for MSSS was measured in signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) improvements on the test set, using the bss eval toolbox [18] . All networks were trained using TensorFlow [19] and the code for all the experiments can be found here: https://github.com/JeroenZegers/Nabu-MSSS. Results for all experiments are summarized in table 1 for same gender mixtures (SG), mixtures with both genders (BG) and all mixtures (av). Only results on all mixtures (av) will be discussed.
Single scenario learning
First, some single scenario learning experiments are performed using DC. Models are trained on 2 or 3 speakers and testing is done on 2 and 3 speakers. It is noticed that testing on 3 speakers when only seen mixtures of 2 speakers during training, drastically degrades performance compared to Entries with '-' refer to a result that was not plausible or was deemed not relevant.
training on 3 mixtures (-3.95 dB). However, for the reversed scenario, the drop in performance is much lower (-0.55 dB). Being able to separate 3 speakers seems to partly rely on the subtask of separating 2 speakers.
In the next experiment, the validation and testing scenario differed from the training scenario. This is compared with the experiment where the testing scenario differed from the training and validation scenario. This was done to see whether a network trained on a specific single scenario would be able to generalize better to a different scenario, should it not be over-trained to the specific scenario. No significant difference was found however, so the conclusion from the previous paragraph is retained.
Finally, the performance of uPIT and DC are compared (only for within scenario, since uPIT cannot directly be used out of scenario) and it is concluded that DC outperforms uPIT for 2 speaker mixtures and uPIT is better for 3 speaker mixtures. Differences are rather small and possibly dependent on the chosen network architecture.
Multi-scenario learning
For the multi-scenario learning experiments (train 2+3spk), DC falls just short in comparison with the best solution for 2 speaker mixtures (-0.32 dB) and 3 speaker mixtures (-0.43 dB). However, for uPIT the multi-scenario learning experiment slightly outperforms the best solution for both 2 speakers (+0.48 dB) and 3 speakers (+0.16 dB). Not only has the model succeeded to use training data from a scenario different from test scenario, it has also managed to create a single model for both test scenarios. The latter is emphasized to make a distinction with the experiment where the BLSTM layers would be fine tuned to the specific test scenario so possibly better performance could be achieved, but this would lead again to the need of a model per test scenario (even though data from different scenarios has been used). A reason that uPIT is better suited for multi-scenario learning than DC could be that while most parameters are shared over the scenarios, the output layer is still allowed to be scenario specific. In following work the performance of DC for multi-scenario learning with a scenario specific output layer will be evaluated.
If only half of the training sets of both scenarios are used, the total number of data samples for multi-scenario learning remains the same compared to the single scenario cases. This is to test whether a single model still performs well on multiple scenarios if the total amount of data cannot be increased. For DC the gap increases a little (to -0.70 dB for 2 speakers and -0.80 dB for 3 speakers) and for uPIT it remains similar (+0.06 dB for 2 speakers and -0.18 dB for 3 speakers). This confirms that it is useful to share data between scenarios and only a single model needs to be retained.
CONCLUSIONS
Generally, a model trained on one type of mixture performs suboptimally on another type of mixture. In this paper it was shown that it is useful for a single scenario task to include data from another scenario. Furthermore, we conclude that a single model can be used to cope with different scenarios without significant loss in performance. We hope that other researchers in the MSSS field will consider multi-scenario learning and testing in the feature, instead of being restricted to a single type of mixture.
